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in this fully revised and updated edition the lauded church historian justo gonzÁlez tells the story of
christianity from its fragile infancy to its pervasive dominance at the dawn of the protestant reformation the
story of christianity volume 1 relates the dramatic events the colorful characters and the revolutionary ideas
that shaped the first fifteen centuries of the church s life and thought from jesus s faithful apostles to the early
reformist john wycliffe gonzÁlez skillfully weaves details from the lives of prominent figures tracing core
theological issues and developments within the various traditions of the church the story of christianity
demonstrates at each point what new challenges and opportunities faced the church and how christians
struggled with the various options open to them thereby shaping the future direction of the church this new
edition of the story of christianity incorporates recent archaeological discoveries to give us a better view of the
early christian communities among these are advances in the recovery of gnostic texts that have revealed a
richer diversity of christianities in the first century gonzÁlez also includes important research done in the past
twenty five years revealing the significant role of women throughout the history of the church with lively
storytelling incorporating the latest research the story of christianity provides a fascinating introduction to the
panoramic history of christianity in order to highlight the long lines of continuity and development in the
historical process of the religion balling ancient and medieval church history u of aarhus denmark slides over
many events that would illuminate the nuances and diversity of that process and limits his study to european
the story of christianity volume 1 is an informative interesting and consistently readable narrative history it
brings alive the people dramatic events and ideas that shaped the first fifteen centuries of europe such as the
spanish and portuguese conquest of the new world historian justo gonzalez shows how various social political
and economic movements affected christianity s internal growth gonzalez skillfully weaves in relevant details
from the lives of prominent figures from the apostles to john wycliffe tracing out core theological issues and
developments as reflected in the lives and struggles of leading thinkers within the various traditions of the
church the history of the church while showing all the characteristics fo human history is much more than the
history of an institution or movement gonzalez stresses it is a history of the deeds of the spirit in and through
the men and women who have gone before in the faith the story of christianity demonstrates at each point
what new challenges and opportunities faced the church and how christians struggled with the various options
open to them thereby shaping the future direction of the church the story of christianity will serve as a
fascinating introduction to the panoramic history of christianity for students and teachers of church history for
pastors and for general readers beginning with the protestant reformation of the sixteenth century this second
volume of the story of christianity continues narrative history to the present historian justo gonzalez brings to
life the people dramatic events and shaping ideas of protestantism catholicism and orthodoxy during this
period keynoting crucial theological developments while providing fresh understanding of the social political
and economic forces that influenced the formation of the church in particular the author notes recurring
themes of unrest rebellion and reformation gonzalez presents an illuminating record of the lives impelling
ideas and achievements of such prominent figures as martin luther ulrich zwingli and john calvin movers and
shapers in the emerging protestant church his biographical insights in conjunction with vivid historical
accounts reveal how individual lives mirror and clarify core theological concerns and developments the
interpretive overview of the story of christianity includes a thorough and timely analysis of the growth and
maturation of christianity including events in europe the united states and latin america the latter an area too
often neglected in church histories yet increasingly vital to an understanding of christianity s historical
development present situation and future options gonzalez s richly textured study discusses the changes and
directions of the church in the traditions of protestantism roman catholicism and eastern christianity the story
of christianity covers such recent occurrences as the world council of churches the second vatican council the
movement toward christian unity and much more it concludes with a thoughtful look at the major issues and
debates involving christians today beginning with the protestant reformation of the sixteenth century this fully
revised and updated second volume of the story of christianity continues the marvelous history of the world s
largest religion award winning historian justo gonzalez bring to life the people dramatic events and theological
debates that have shaped protestantism catholicism and orthodoxy from the monk martin luther who dared to
stand up to a corrupt pope to the surprising spread and growing vitality of today s church in africa asia and
south america the story of christianity offers a complete and up to date retelling of this amazing history with
new information on the important contributions of women to church history as well as the latest information
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on christianity in developing countries gonzalez s richly textured study discusses the changes and directions of
the church up to the twenty first century the story of christianity covers such recent occurrences as the fall of
the soviet union and the return of the russian orthodox church feminist africa american and third world
theologies the scandals and controversies facing the reign of pope benedict xvi interfaith dialogue and the
movement toward unity of all christian churches this revised and updated edition of the story of christianity
concludes with a thoughtful look at the major issues and debates facing christianity today the story of
christianity volume 1 is an informative interesting and consistently readable narrative history it brings alive
the people dramatic events and ideas that shaped the first fifteen centuries of europe such as the spanish and
portuguese conquest of the new world historian justo gonzalez shows how various social political and
economic movements affected christianity s internal growth gonzalez skillfully weaves in relevant details from
the lives of prominent figures from the apostles to john wycliffe tracing out core theological issues and
developments as reflected in the lives and struggles of leading thinkers within the various traditions of the
church the history of the church while showing all the characteristics fo human history is much more than the
history of an institution or movement gonzalez stresses it is a history of the deeds of the spirit in and through
the men and women who have gone before in the faith the story of christianity demonstrates at each point
what new challenges and opportunities faced the church and how christians struggled with the various options
open to them thereby shaping the future direction of the church the story of christianity will serve as a
fascinating introduction to the panoramic history of christianity for students and teachers of church history for
pastors and for general readers in the story of christianity acclaimed theologian david bentley hart provides a
sweeping and informative portrait of a faith that has shaped the western world and beyond for over 2 000
years from the persecutions of the early church to the papal imperial conflicts of the middle ages from the
religious wars of 16th and 17th century europe to the challenges of science and secularism in the modern era
and from the ancient christian communities of africa and asia to the house churches of contemporary china the
story of christianity triumphantly captures the complexity and diversity of christian history from it old
testament beginnings to present day christian worship christianity has had a fascinating complex and
controversial history the story of christianity provides a truly global view of this history across all
denominations this richly illustrated history progresses from the oldtestament to the present day covering
topics as diverse as the early martyrs the birth of the monasteries the conversion of europe the crusades the
inquisition the reformation and the rise of the third world church it aslo examines the wide ranging beliefs and
doctrines of the church at theend of the twentieth century with a refreshing stimulating and highly visual
approach the story of christianity guides the reader through two millennia of history alongside the events
figures and movements that helped shape the church the book illuminates the role of christianity inordinary
people s lives contemporary quotes maps photographs and works of art give an immediacy to the story while
special features highlight the interplay between the church and the arts and the political and philosophical
movements of each century how did the christian faith grow into theworld s most widely practised religion why
has a single faith resulted in so many schisms and denominations where is the christian church going in the
twenty first century this beautifully illustrated account of 2 000 years of christianity the professed one third of
the world spopulation approaches all of these issues in an open authoritative and accessible way beautifully
illustrated clearly presented and written in a lucid and accessible style this unique book encapsulates the
compelling and complex history of the christian religion gonzalez presents an illuminating record of the lives
impelling ideas and achievements of such prominent figures as martin luther ulrich zwingli and john calvin
movers and shapers in the emerging protestant church his biographical insights in conjunction with vivid
historical accounts reveal how individual lives mirror and clarify core theological concerns and developments
providing a truly global view of christianity across all denominations the story of christianity covers the old
testament to the present day beautifully illustrated clearly presented and written in a lucid and accessible
style the story of christianity will serve as a fascinating introduction to the panoramic history of christianity for
students and teachers of church history for pastors and for general readers back cover using paintings
architecture and artefacts from around the world this book explores the history and development over 2000
years of christianity the religion of one third of the world s population aimed at the whole christian community
whether catholic protestant or orthodox this book highlights significant events and people focuses on the rich
social and cultural history of christianity through the ages from its roots in palestine to its development as a
global movement co authored by a roman catholic priest and a protestant minister the story of christianity is
the most balanced accessible and visually appealing overview of the complex and controversial history of
christianity worldwide lavishly illustrated and beautifully written the story of christianity traces the 2 000 year
development of the world s largest organized religion from its old testament roots through the birth of the
monasteries the crusades and the reformation to the diverse traditions and styles of worship in the christian
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church today dive into the epic saga of faith courage and transformation that spans centuries the story of the
christian church in this captivating narrative jesse lyman hurlbut weaves together the threads of history
theology and human endeavor to illuminate the remarkable journey of christianity from the humble beginnings
of a small band of disciples in jerusalem to the global movement that shapes cultures and hearts today the
story of the christian church unfolds with vivid detail hurlbut invites you to witness the struggles triumphs and
pivotal moments that shaped the church s destiny wilbert shenk presents five important papers on how
christian historical and mission studies need to be changed in the light of the emergence of world christianity
and the demise of the west as its spiritual and political center shenk introduces the entire question in a
brilliant essay that portrays the demographic cultural and theological shifts in tectonics his introduction is
followed by five chapters and concludes with a reflection by four historians on the contents of this
pathbreaking book the story of the church gives an accessible and concise survey of the history of the christian
church from the first century to the twentieth here is an epic tale of high hopes and great disappointments of
bitter persecution and heroic loyalty to principles the story of the church is an established classic widely
appreciated by several generations of readers it addresses the central question of why christianity has spread
around the world so successfully and offers a distinctly evangelical perspective its clear structure pinpoints
significant people and events in his book poised to become a standard historical theology textbook roger olson
takes us on a journey of events ranging from the apostolic fathers to the reformation to the present full of
larger than life characters stunning acts of bravery and heart rending sacrifice tried by fire narrates the rise
and expansion of christianity from an obscure regional sect to the established faith of the world s greatest
empire with influence extending from india to ireland scandinavia to ethiopia and all points in between william
j bennett explores the riveting lives of saints and sinners paupers and kings merchants and monks who
together and against all odds changed the world forever to tell their story bennett follows them through the
controversies and trials of their time challenged by official persecution heresy and schism they held steadfast
to the truth of christ strengthened by poets preachers and theologians they advanced in devotion and love in
this moving and accessible narrative tried by fire speaks across centuries to offer insight into the people and
events that shaped the faith that continues to shape our lives today europe has a tremendously important role
in the history of christianity and was the continent with the most christians from roughly the year 900 to 1980
however europe is now home to only 22 percent of all christians in the world down from 68 percent in 1900
the major trend of european religion in the twentieth and twenty first centuries has been secularization
disestablishment and decreased influence of state churches lower importance of religion in the public sphere
the decline of religious beliefs and practices and individual religious switching from christianity to atheism and
agnosticism one hundred years ago it was true that the typical christian in the world was a white european
given current trends however europe is clearly no longer the geographic nor demographic center of world
christianity yet that does not mean europe has no role in the future it is still the home of major christian
communions such as catholics rome anglicans canterbury russian orthodox moscow and lutherans geneva
european mission agencies are active throughout the world providing theological education and social welfare
programs combatting climate change and advocating for gender equality this beautifully designed full color
textbook introduces the roman background of the new testament by immersing students in the life and culture
of the thriving first century towns of pompeii and herculaneum which act as showpieces of the world into
which the early christian movement was spreading bruce longenecker a leading scholar of the ancient world of
the new testament discusses first century artifacts in relation to the life stories of people from the roman world
the book includes discussion questions maps and 175 color photographs additional resources are available
through textbook esources an original work in systematic theology the christian story rises from and strives to
be a resource to the life and witness of the church and its leadership in addition to covering the standard
teachings of christianity the doctrines of god creation the fall covenant christ salvation church and
consummation volume 1 presents fackre s introduction to systematic theology this revised third edition
develops in more detail the doctrine of the trinity takes up the issues of religious pluralism and jewish
christian dialogue and offers a perspective on angelology new appendices discuss inclusive language and
describe the surge of writing in the field of systematic theology climate change radical politics national debt
globalization what do christians have to say to the big questions we all face whatever they try to say they will
be seriously handicapped if they do not know their own story finding pieces of the puzzle will fill the
knowledge gap it breaks away from the usual manner in which history is written here is a sweeping overview
of the story of christianity that takes the reader to parts of the world seldom visited that watches as the
message of christ encounters cultures as different as ninth century persia and sixteenth century kongo the
story is carried from the first to the twenty first century by a series of mini biographies a young woman facing
martyrdom a boy from a little french town who becomes pope and launches an army an african american who
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uses a successful international trade network to combat slavery the glory the confusion the shame the holiness
of christianity are all here as the pieces are slipped into place the puzzle begins to make sense watching
christians of the past face their challenges helps us understand who modern christians really are creeds and
confessions throughout christian history provide a unique vantage point from which to study the christian faith
to this end donald fairbairn and ryan reeves construct a story that captures both the central importance of
creeds and confessions over the centuries and their unrealized potential to introduce readers to the overall
sweep of church history the book features texts of classic creeds and confessions as well as informational
sidebars where most books dance around the distasteful details of the church s past this one puts a spotlight
on the negative and positive alike with one ear attuned to the early church and another to contemporary
culture this book addresses the growing concerns both christians and non christians have about how
transparent the church has been about its roots this book offers a forthright depiction of early christianity
beginning with the apostles and ending after the time of augustine sinners and saints is the first of a four
volume series that humanizes the history of christianity by honestly examining the actions doctrines decisions
groups movements and practices of past christians this book s assessment helps the reader accurately
understand christianity s background and recognize how it continues to shape the present personal narratives
are powerful instruments for teaching both for conveying information and for forming character the
martyrdom accounts preserved in the literature of early christianity are especially intense and dramatic
however these narratives are not readily available and are often written in intimidating prose making them
largely inaccessible for the average reader this introductory text brings together key early christian
martyrdom stories in a single volume offering new easy to read translations and expert commentary an
introduction and explanatory notes accompany each translation the book not only provides a vivid window into
the world of early christianity but also offers spiritual encouragement and inspiration for christian life today
this book is a history of christianity from its earliest beginnings to the end of the twentieth century the book
provides students with an introduction to the many persons places movements and events necessary for the
telling of our story the story of the church this history of christianity is told in its essentials simply and
straightforwardly for students with little or no experience in the academic study of religion it is a story told
within the complex contexts of larger world events and world cultures but defined and simplified by attention
to those developments which have proven most influential for the past and present shaping of church thought
and practice the book is a comprehensive and definitive introduction to the history of christianity it provides
students with the necessary outline and description of the broad sweep of movements and periods in this
history but it also pauses at important points to provide details about the lives of christians as lived at various
times and in various locations this story is told in easy to understand prose and with illustrative photographs
maps and charts written for the general reader with an interest in how christianity spread and developed
throughout the british isles anno domini the story of christianity in the british isles explores the progress of
christianity in all four countries it also looks at how it contributed greatly to the formation of our culture in the
process the book explores the theme of christianity thoroughly but step by step taking the reader through the
early centuries where the saints played major roles to spread the faith and inspire others on to the arrival of st
augustine in the south and how the mission that followed led to the gradual ascendancy of the church of rome
over the celtic churches it then takes the reader through the english reformation imparting facts and outlooks
on the situation in an easy to understand way exploring the religious dissent that followed for many centuries
until society learned to live peaceably with religious differences finally we come to the twenty first century
where traditional values have lapsed and secularisation has increased and the story continues as christians of
every persuasion are challenged to respond to present issues a clear well laid out and thoroughly researched
book that explains the progress of christianity with an enthusiasm that should infect its reader anno domini
will interest the mind and inspire the heart the unique story of jesus saint thomas his apostle and how the
dharma of india became part of original christianitythere is a strong connection between jesus and india both
historically and philosophically and his disciple saint thomas who was the apostle of india built upon the
foundation of that connection the result is that unique form of christianity known as saint thomas christianity
in the christ of india abbot george burke presents the growing evidence that jesus spent much of his lost years
in india and tibet and reveals the philosophical unity of jesus teachings with the eternal way of truth known in
india as sanatana dharma the history of saint thomas christianity from the times of jesus and saint thomas to
the present day is also outlined the christ of india the story of original christianity includes the following the
christ of india about the essene roots of jesus and the early christians the spiritual training of jesus the lost
years of jesus with much information never before gathered together in one place jesus return to the west and
how his teachings were misunderstood jesus return to india after his resurrection and much more the apostle
of india about how jesus apostle saint thomas went to india and how the christianity which grew up in india
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had a totally unique character compared to elsewhere in the world the history of saint thomas christianity in
india and the story of mission from the church of india to america in the 1800 s and what happened to it basic
beliefs of original christianity you will learn about the manuscripts which proved jesus lived in the east and the
efforts to suppress the news of their discovery you will learn about the indian saint thomas christian bishop of
the 18th century who taught karma and reincarnation who later became a wonderworking saint revered by
christians hindus and muslims alike those who find themselves attracted to both jesus and the dharma of india
will find this book fascinating and illuminating according to song the christian faith is deeply rooted in
storytelling stories are the most basic mode of human communication and in the same idea the christian bible
is fundamentally a story though song regrets the fact that christians and above all christian theologians so
often fail to express their faith in term of stories christian theology is most often expressed in terms of
concepts ideas and systems following the conviction that this is the most appropriate way to express our faith
the proposal of this book is to speak of christian faith and theology through stories rather than systems and
texts about the appendix a book template in the fall of 2011 an idea concept began formulating for a book
series covering the events of the most significant eight weeks of christianity s beginnings events comprising
core components of christian theology jesus christ s final passover week through the following pentecost
observance when first 3 000 christians were baptized after hearing apostles speaking in the listeners native
languages using a harmony of the gospels matrix format the intent is to compile a single chronological story
derived from the endings of the four gospels and first two chapters of acts see table of contents showing the
655 selected bible verses the four matrix columns contain bible verses from 1 matthew 2 mark 3 luke and 4
john then acts where the verses from multiple gospels are describing same sub event the narratives are placed
in horizontal parallel alignment on the page gospels comparative text alignment g cta to produce a single
chronological story discrepancies in event sequences in the four gospels had to be resolved after careful
analysis publishing editor had to make a subjective decision as to the sequence the events would be ordered in
the text those column verses presented out of sequence are boxed in an orange double border a small number
of the selected 655 bible gospel verses are not present in the earliest surviving gospel manuscripts the text of
those passages are italicized and in green font a suggestion to illustrate the books to be created from this
derivative work compilation book template was implemented after finding 365 public domain watercolor
images created by james tissot in the late 1800 s we selected 63 images from volumes iii iv of the life of our
saviour jesus christ published in the usa in 1899 to be placed adjacent to corresponding bible verses in the text
bible verses illustrated by adjacent images are double underlined in the matrix table the resulting
chronological g cta matrix table was then subdivided into 78 events with author editor generated event
descriptions under the six section headings identified in the table of contents in two thousand years professor
peter partner looked at the birth of christianity from its jewish roots in the first century through the roman
empire and beyond to the first crusade now in book two of this powerful series professor partner takes us
through the turbulent and astonishing second millennium when tensions between judaism christianity and
islam was matched by the tensions between the different theological arguments within christianity itself this
lavish book combines stunning illustration populist appeal and academic excellence 救世主待望までの道程 イエス キリスト 宣教と伝
道の始まり ネロの迫害 エルサレムの陥落 ポリュカルポスの殉教 セバスチャンの殉教 コンスタンティヌス帝の回心 東西教会に分離 アウグスティヌス 中世ヨーロッパの形成 ベネディクトゥスと修道院 カー
ルの戴冠 封建制度の成立 カノッサの屈辱 アッシジのフランチェスコ 教皇のバビロン捕囚 ヤン フスの殉教 東ローマ帝国の滅亡 1 500年にわたる歴史を生き生きと描く honest revealing
insight into the bestselling book of all time bear grylls a stimulating and accessible survey of history s most
influential book tom holland historian and author of dominion personal and profound informative and practical
if you want to experience the bible as a rich source of guidance and hope this book is for you simon thomas
former sky sports and blue peter presenter when we make sense of the bible the bible makes sense of us the
political social and cultural upheaval of our times can leave us feeling bewildered and wondering where to turn
for trustworthy guidance as unlikely as it may seem could the bible provide ancient wisdom that helps us
flourish today join andrew ollerton as he explores the storyline of scripture connecting six major biblical events
with six definitive human needs for meaning freedom peace community love and for an ultimate home in short
digestible chapters andrew reveals how the bible story makes sense of our human story discover for yourself a
limitless source of guidance and hope in the face of so much uncertainty underpinned by a depth of
scholarship the book is non technical in style making it accessible for the widest possible readership including
christians and seekers interested in the bible the book will also provide a model for bible communicators and
church leaders wishing to engage more deeply with the relevance of the bible in our cultural moment contains
discussion questions for small groups as well as suggested bible readings and reflection questions to
accompany each chapter the structure of the book makes it ideal to read as a lent course this book has been
chosen for the national big church read in january 2022 this book is the seventh and final volume in the global
story of christianity series the volume s chapters written by major scholars in the field spotlight vital episodes
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and themes for understanding the historical development of christianity in the united states and canada
serving as an accessible text for students and an informative volume for scholars the book provides new
insights into christianity s development in north america offering fresh perspectives on topics frequently
overlooked by scholars the book situates the history of north american christianity within broader themes
associated with christianity s role as a global religion it is ideologically driven to build a group of church
historians who will tell the story of african christianity not christianity in africa as an african story by
intentionally privileging the patterns of african agency without neglecting the noble roles played by
missionaries the effort has been to identify the major themes or story lines in african encounters and in the
appropriation of the gospel from publisher description tells the history of christianity detailing how a
movement of faith that originated in an obscure part of the roman empire mushroomed in size and spread until
its spiritual power was felt throughout the world about this book and this book series a bible story called
easter and the birth of christianity nlt new living translation english is an illustrated chronological bible
excerpt story covering the events surrounding jesus christ s final passover week through the following
pentecost observance this second illustrated book in the series covers the most significant eight weeks of
christianity s beginnings the events covered here comprise core components of christian theology the book
template source for each book in the series is the published and copyrighted appendix a which specifies how to
integrate the 63 public domain watercolor images created in the 1890 s by french artist james tissot with 655
selected bible verses recorded in the first century in the greek language by the authors of the new testament
gospels the book template s matrix format gospels comparative text alignment g cta creates a single
chronological story through the parallel alignment of the four gospel authors narratives this matrix format is
often referred to as a harmony of the gospels this second illustrated book in the series nlt new living
translation is a derivative work compilation that presents the 655 bible verses in english using the nlt bible
translation version c 2015 a fair use permission for publication using this bible translation has been granted by
tyndale house publishers negotiations are also in process to produce other series books in english using the
nabre catholic the niv new international version and the nkjv new king james version bible translation
christianity seems like just another screwed up religion anna said seriously what has christianity done for us or
for the world for that matter they re just a bunch of hypocrites that s what i think are they good for anything i
don t know anna caleb said i just don t know caleb has been a christian for a long time but he realizes that he
can t bring himself to share his faith with anyone because it doesn t sound like good news anymore christianity
s truth claims come across as hollow arrogant and intolerant christians have a bad track record of hating and
condemning those they disagree with worst of all it feels like christianity is just about saving souls giving
people an escape ticket to heaven while the world falls apart is it only about jesus forgiving our sins there
must be more to it than that in this engaging narrative james choung weaves the tale of a search for a
christianity worth believing in disillusioned believer caleb and hostile skeptic anna wrestle with the plausibility
of the christian story in a world of pain and suffering they ask each other tough questions about what jesus
really came to do and what christianity is supposed to be about along the way they discover that real
christianity is far bigger than anything they ever heard about in church and the conversion that comes is not
one that either of them expects join caleb and anna on their spiritual journeys as they probe christianity from
inside and out get past the old cliches and simplistic formulas and discover a new way of understanding and
presenting the christian faith that really matters in a broken world
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The Story of Christianity: Volume 1 2010-08-10
in this fully revised and updated edition the lauded church historian justo gonzÁlez tells the story of
christianity from its fragile infancy to its pervasive dominance at the dawn of the protestant reformation the
story of christianity volume 1 relates the dramatic events the colorful characters and the revolutionary ideas
that shaped the first fifteen centuries of the church s life and thought from jesus s faithful apostles to the early
reformist john wycliffe gonzÁlez skillfully weaves details from the lives of prominent figures tracing core
theological issues and developments within the various traditions of the church the story of christianity
demonstrates at each point what new challenges and opportunities faced the church and how christians
struggled with the various options open to them thereby shaping the future direction of the church this new
edition of the story of christianity incorporates recent archaeological discoveries to give us a better view of the
early christian communities among these are advances in the recovery of gnostic texts that have revealed a
richer diversity of christianities in the first century gonzÁlez also includes important research done in the past
twenty five years revealing the significant role of women throughout the history of the church with lively
storytelling incorporating the latest research the story of christianity provides a fascinating introduction to the
panoramic history of christianity

The Story of Christianity 2003
in order to highlight the long lines of continuity and development in the historical process of the religion
balling ancient and medieval church history u of aarhus denmark slides over many events that would
illuminate the nuances and diversity of that process and limits his study to european

Story of Christianity: Volume 1 2010-08-10
the story of christianity volume 1 is an informative interesting and consistently readable narrative history it
brings alive the people dramatic events and ideas that shaped the first fifteen centuries of europe such as the
spanish and portuguese conquest of the new world historian justo gonzalez shows how various social political
and economic movements affected christianity s internal growth gonzalez skillfully weaves in relevant details
from the lives of prominent figures from the apostles to john wycliffe tracing out core theological issues and
developments as reflected in the lives and struggles of leading thinkers within the various traditions of the
church the history of the church while showing all the characteristics fo human history is much more than the
history of an institution or movement gonzalez stresses it is a history of the deeds of the spirit in and through
the men and women who have gone before in the faith the story of christianity demonstrates at each point
what new challenges and opportunities faced the church and how christians struggled with the various options
open to them thereby shaping the future direction of the church the story of christianity will serve as a
fascinating introduction to the panoramic history of christianity for students and teachers of church history for
pastors and for general readers

Story of Christianity: Volume 2 2010-08-10
beginning with the protestant reformation of the sixteenth century this second volume of the story of
christianity continues narrative history to the present historian justo gonzalez brings to life the people
dramatic events and shaping ideas of protestantism catholicism and orthodoxy during this period keynoting
crucial theological developments while providing fresh understanding of the social political and economic
forces that influenced the formation of the church in particular the author notes recurring themes of unrest
rebellion and reformation gonzalez presents an illuminating record of the lives impelling ideas and
achievements of such prominent figures as martin luther ulrich zwingli and john calvin movers and shapers in
the emerging protestant church his biographical insights in conjunction with vivid historical accounts reveal
how individual lives mirror and clarify core theological concerns and developments the interpretive overview
of the story of christianity includes a thorough and timely analysis of the growth and maturation of christianity
including events in europe the united states and latin america the latter an area too often neglected in church
histories yet increasingly vital to an understanding of christianity s historical development present situation
and future options gonzalez s richly textured study discusses the changes and directions of the church in the
traditions of protestantism roman catholicism and eastern christianity the story of christianity covers such
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recent occurrences as the world council of churches the second vatican council the movement toward christian
unity and much more it concludes with a thoughtful look at the major issues and debates involving christians
today

The Story of Christianity: Volume 2 2010-12-07
beginning with the protestant reformation of the sixteenth century this fully revised and updated second
volume of the story of christianity continues the marvelous history of the world s largest religion award
winning historian justo gonzalez bring to life the people dramatic events and theological debates that have
shaped protestantism catholicism and orthodoxy from the monk martin luther who dared to stand up to a
corrupt pope to the surprising spread and growing vitality of today s church in africa asia and south america
the story of christianity offers a complete and up to date retelling of this amazing history with new information
on the important contributions of women to church history as well as the latest information on christianity in
developing countries gonzalez s richly textured study discusses the changes and directions of the church up to
the twenty first century the story of christianity covers such recent occurrences as the fall of the soviet union
and the return of the russian orthodox church feminist africa american and third world theologies the scandals
and controversies facing the reign of pope benedict xvi interfaith dialogue and the movement toward unity of
all christian churches this revised and updated edition of the story of christianity concludes with a thoughtful
look at the major issues and debates facing christianity today

Story of Christianity: 1984-07-18
the story of christianity volume 1 is an informative interesting and consistently readable narrative history it
brings alive the people dramatic events and ideas that shaped the first fifteen centuries of europe such as the
spanish and portuguese conquest of the new world historian justo gonzalez shows how various social political
and economic movements affected christianity s internal growth gonzalez skillfully weaves in relevant details
from the lives of prominent figures from the apostles to john wycliffe tracing out core theological issues and
developments as reflected in the lives and struggles of leading thinkers within the various traditions of the
church the history of the church while showing all the characteristics fo human history is much more than the
history of an institution or movement gonzalez stresses it is a history of the deeds of the spirit in and through
the men and women who have gone before in the faith the story of christianity demonstrates at each point
what new challenges and opportunities faced the church and how christians struggled with the various options
open to them thereby shaping the future direction of the church the story of christianity will serve as a
fascinating introduction to the panoramic history of christianity for students and teachers of church history for
pastors and for general readers

The Story of Christianity 2013-06-06
in the story of christianity acclaimed theologian david bentley hart provides a sweeping and informative
portrait of a faith that has shaped the western world and beyond for over 2 000 years from the persecutions of
the early church to the papal imperial conflicts of the middle ages from the religious wars of 16th and 17th
century europe to the challenges of science and secularism in the modern era and from the ancient christian
communities of africa and asia to the house churches of contemporary china the story of christianity
triumphantly captures the complexity and diversity of christian history

The Story of Christianity 1999
from it old testament beginnings to present day christian worship christianity has had a fascinating complex
and controversial history the story of christianity provides a truly global view of this history across all
denominations this richly illustrated history progresses from the oldtestament to the present day covering
topics as diverse as the early martyrs the birth of the monasteries the conversion of europe the crusades the
inquisition the reformation and the rise of the third world church it aslo examines the wide ranging beliefs and
doctrines of the church at theend of the twentieth century with a refreshing stimulating and highly visual
approach the story of christianity guides the reader through two millennia of history alongside the events
figures and movements that helped shape the church the book illuminates the role of christianity inordinary
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people s lives contemporary quotes maps photographs and works of art give an immediacy to the story while
special features highlight the interplay between the church and the arts and the political and philosophical
movements of each century how did the christian faith grow into theworld s most widely practised religion why
has a single faith resulted in so many schisms and denominations where is the christian church going in the
twenty first century this beautifully illustrated account of 2 000 years of christianity the professed one third of
the world spopulation approaches all of these issues in an open authoritative and accessible way beautifully
illustrated clearly presented and written in a lucid and accessible style this unique book encapsulates the
compelling and complex history of the christian religion

Story of Christianity: Volume 2 1984
gonzalez presents an illuminating record of the lives impelling ideas and achievements of such prominent
figures as martin luther ulrich zwingli and john calvin movers and shapers in the emerging protestant church
his biographical insights in conjunction with vivid historical accounts reveal how individual lives mirror and
clarify core theological concerns and developments

The Story of Christianity 2003-08-04
providing a truly global view of christianity across all denominations the story of christianity covers the old
testament to the present day beautifully illustrated clearly presented and written in a lucid and accessible
style

The Story of Christianity 1984
the story of christianity will serve as a fascinating introduction to the panoramic history of christianity for
students and teachers of church history for pastors and for general readers back cover

The Story of Christianity 1999
using paintings architecture and artefacts from around the world this book explores the history and
development over 2000 years of christianity the religion of one third of the world s population aimed at the
whole christian community whether catholic protestant or orthodox this book highlights significant events and
people

The Story of Christianity 2014
focuses on the rich social and cultural history of christianity through the ages from its roots in palestine to its
development as a global movement

Story of Christianity 2000-09-01
co authored by a roman catholic priest and a protestant minister the story of christianity is the most balanced
accessible and visually appealing overview of the complex and controversial history of christianity worldwide
lavishly illustrated and beautifully written the story of christianity traces the 2 000 year development of the
world s largest organized religion from its old testament roots through the birth of the monasteries the
crusades and the reformation to the diverse traditions and styles of worship in the christian church today

The Story of the Christian Church 2016-03-26
dive into the epic saga of faith courage and transformation that spans centuries the story of the christian
church in this captivating narrative jesse lyman hurlbut weaves together the threads of history theology and
human endeavor to illuminate the remarkable journey of christianity from the humble beginnings of a small
band of disciples in jerusalem to the global movement that shapes cultures and hearts today the story of the
christian church unfolds with vivid detail hurlbut invites you to witness the struggles triumphs and pivotal
moments that shaped the church s destiny
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Enlarging the Story 2002
wilbert shenk presents five important papers on how christian historical and mission studies need to be
changed in the light of the emergence of world christianity and the demise of the west as its spiritual and
political center shenk introduces the entire question in a brilliant essay that portrays the demographic cultural
and theological shifts in tectonics his introduction is followed by five chapters and concludes with a reflection
by four historians on the contents of this pathbreaking book

The Story of Christianity 2011
the story of the church gives an accessible and concise survey of the history of the christian church from the
first century to the twentieth here is an epic tale of high hopes and great disappointments of bitter persecution
and heroic loyalty to principles the story of the church is an established classic widely appreciated by several
generations of readers it addresses the central question of why christianity has spread around the world so
successfully and offers a distinctly evangelical perspective its clear structure pinpoints significant people and
events

Story of the Church 2020-05-21
in his book poised to become a standard historical theology textbook roger olson takes us on a journey of
events ranging from the apostolic fathers to the reformation to the present

The Story of Christian Theology 1999-04-01
full of larger than life characters stunning acts of bravery and heart rending sacrifice tried by fire narrates the
rise and expansion of christianity from an obscure regional sect to the established faith of the world s greatest
empire with influence extending from india to ireland scandinavia to ethiopia and all points in between william
j bennett explores the riveting lives of saints and sinners paupers and kings merchants and monks who
together and against all odds changed the world forever to tell their story bennett follows them through the
controversies and trials of their time challenged by official persecution heresy and schism they held steadfast
to the truth of christ strengthened by poets preachers and theologians they advanced in devotion and love in
this moving and accessible narrative tried by fire speaks across centuries to offer insight into the people and
events that shaped the faith that continues to shape our lives today

Tried by Fire 2016-03-22
europe has a tremendously important role in the history of christianity and was the continent with the most
christians from roughly the year 900 to 1980 however europe is now home to only 22 percent of all christians
in the world down from 68 percent in 1900 the major trend of european religion in the twentieth and twenty
first centuries has been secularization disestablishment and decreased influence of state churches lower
importance of religion in the public sphere the decline of religious beliefs and practices and individual
religious switching from christianity to atheism and agnosticism one hundred years ago it was true that the
typical christian in the world was a white european given current trends however europe is clearly no longer
the geographic nor demographic center of world christianity yet that does not mean europe has no role in the
future it is still the home of major christian communions such as catholics rome anglicans canterbury russian
orthodox moscow and lutherans geneva european mission agencies are active throughout the world providing
theological education and social welfare programs combatting climate change and advocating for gender
equality

Entangling Web 2024-03-19
this beautifully designed full color textbook introduces the roman background of the new testament by
immersing students in the life and culture of the thriving first century towns of pompeii and herculaneum
which act as showpieces of the world into which the early christian movement was spreading bruce
longenecker a leading scholar of the ancient world of the new testament discusses first century artifacts in
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relation to the life stories of people from the roman world the book includes discussion questions maps and
175 color photographs additional resources are available through textbook esources

In Stone and Story 2020-02-18
an original work in systematic theology the christian story rises from and strives to be a resource to the life
and witness of the church and its leadership in addition to covering the standard teachings of christianity the
doctrines of god creation the fall covenant christ salvation church and consummation volume 1 presents fackre
s introduction to systematic theology this revised third edition develops in more detail the doctrine of the
trinity takes up the issues of religious pluralism and jewish christian dialogue and offers a perspective on
angelology new appendices discuss inclusive language and describe the surge of writing in the field of
systematic theology

The Christian Story 1996
climate change radical politics national debt globalization what do christians have to say to the big questions
we all face whatever they try to say they will be seriously handicapped if they do not know their own story
finding pieces of the puzzle will fill the knowledge gap it breaks away from the usual manner in which history
is written here is a sweeping overview of the story of christianity that takes the reader to parts of the world
seldom visited that watches as the message of christ encounters cultures as different as ninth century persia
and sixteenth century kongo the story is carried from the first to the twenty first century by a series of mini
biographies a young woman facing martyrdom a boy from a little french town who becomes pope and launches
an army an african american who uses a successful international trade network to combat slavery the glory the
confusion the shame the holiness of christianity are all here as the pieces are slipped into place the puzzle
begins to make sense watching christians of the past face their challenges helps us understand who modern
christians really are

Finding Pieces of the Puzzle 2011-06-10
creeds and confessions throughout christian history provide a unique vantage point from which to study the
christian faith to this end donald fairbairn and ryan reeves construct a story that captures both the central
importance of creeds and confessions over the centuries and their unrealized potential to introduce readers to
the overall sweep of church history the book features texts of classic creeds and confessions as well as
informational sidebars

The Story of Creeds and Confessions 2019-10-01
where most books dance around the distasteful details of the church s past this one puts a spotlight on the
negative and positive alike with one ear attuned to the early church and another to contemporary culture this
book addresses the growing concerns both christians and non christians have about how transparent the
church has been about its roots this book offers a forthright depiction of early christianity beginning with the
apostles and ending after the time of augustine sinners and saints is the first of a four volume series that
humanizes the history of christianity by honestly examining the actions doctrines decisions groups movements
and practices of past christians this book s assessment helps the reader accurately understand christianity s
background and recognize how it continues to shape the present

Sinners and Saints 2018
personal narratives are powerful instruments for teaching both for conveying information and for forming
character the martyrdom accounts preserved in the literature of early christianity are especially intense and
dramatic however these narratives are not readily available and are often written in intimidating prose making
them largely inaccessible for the average reader this introductory text brings together key early christian
martyrdom stories in a single volume offering new easy to read translations and expert commentary an
introduction and explanatory notes accompany each translation the book not only provides a vivid window into
the world of early christianity but also offers spiritual encouragement and inspiration for christian life today
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Early Christian Martyr Stories 2014-09-30
this book is a history of christianity from its earliest beginnings to the end of the twentieth century the book
provides students with an introduction to the many persons places movements and events necessary for the
telling of our story the story of the church this history of christianity is told in its essentials simply and
straightforwardly for students with little or no experience in the academic study of religion it is a story told
within the complex contexts of larger world events and world cultures but defined and simplified by attention
to those developments which have proven most influential for the past and present shaping of church thought
and practice the book is a comprehensive and definitive introduction to the history of christianity it provides
students with the necessary outline and description of the broad sweep of movements and periods in this
history but it also pauses at important points to provide details about the lives of christians as lived at various
times and in various locations this story is told in easy to understand prose and with illustrative photographs
maps and charts

A New History of Christianity 2012-08-01
written for the general reader with an interest in how christianity spread and developed throughout the british
isles anno domini the story of christianity in the british isles explores the progress of christianity in all four
countries it also looks at how it contributed greatly to the formation of our culture in the process the book
explores the theme of christianity thoroughly but step by step taking the reader through the early centuries
where the saints played major roles to spread the faith and inspire others on to the arrival of st augustine in
the south and how the mission that followed led to the gradual ascendancy of the church of rome over the
celtic churches it then takes the reader through the english reformation imparting facts and outlooks on the
situation in an easy to understand way exploring the religious dissent that followed for many centuries until
society learned to live peaceably with religious differences finally we come to the twenty first century where
traditional values have lapsed and secularisation has increased and the story continues as christians of every
persuasion are challenged to respond to present issues a clear well laid out and thoroughly researched book
that explains the progress of christianity with an enthusiasm that should infect its reader anno domini will
interest the mind and inspire the heart

Anno Domini: The Story of Christianity in the British Isles
2018-05-15
the unique story of jesus saint thomas his apostle and how the dharma of india became part of original
christianitythere is a strong connection between jesus and india both historically and philosophically and his
disciple saint thomas who was the apostle of india built upon the foundation of that connection the result is
that unique form of christianity known as saint thomas christianity in the christ of india abbot george burke
presents the growing evidence that jesus spent much of his lost years in india and tibet and reveals the
philosophical unity of jesus teachings with the eternal way of truth known in india as sanatana dharma the
history of saint thomas christianity from the times of jesus and saint thomas to the present day is also outlined
the christ of india the story of original christianity includes the following the christ of india about the essene
roots of jesus and the early christians the spiritual training of jesus the lost years of jesus with much
information never before gathered together in one place jesus return to the west and how his teachings were
misunderstood jesus return to india after his resurrection and much more the apostle of india about how jesus
apostle saint thomas went to india and how the christianity which grew up in india had a totally unique
character compared to elsewhere in the world the history of saint thomas christianity in india and the story of
mission from the church of india to america in the 1800 s and what happened to it basic beliefs of original
christianity you will learn about the manuscripts which proved jesus lived in the east and the efforts to
suppress the news of their discovery you will learn about the indian saint thomas christian bishop of the 18th
century who taught karma and reincarnation who later became a wonderworking saint revered by christians
hindus and muslims alike those who find themselves attracted to both jesus and the dharma of india will find
this book fascinating and illuminating
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The Christ of India 2018
according to song the christian faith is deeply rooted in storytelling stories are the most basic mode of human
communication and in the same idea the christian bible is fundamentally a story though song regrets the fact
that christians and above all christian theologians so often fail to express their faith in term of stories christian
theology is most often expressed in terms of concepts ideas and systems following the conviction that this is
the most appropriate way to express our faith the proposal of this book is to speak of christian faith and
theology through stories rather than systems and texts

In the Beginning Were Stories, Not Texts 2012-08-30
about the appendix a book template in the fall of 2011 an idea concept began formulating for a book series
covering the events of the most significant eight weeks of christianity s beginnings events comprising core
components of christian theology jesus christ s final passover week through the following pentecost
observance when first 3 000 christians were baptized after hearing apostles speaking in the listeners native
languages using a harmony of the gospels matrix format the intent is to compile a single chronological story
derived from the endings of the four gospels and first two chapters of acts see table of contents showing the
655 selected bible verses the four matrix columns contain bible verses from 1 matthew 2 mark 3 luke and 4
john then acts where the verses from multiple gospels are describing same sub event the narratives are placed
in horizontal parallel alignment on the page gospels comparative text alignment g cta to produce a single
chronological story discrepancies in event sequences in the four gospels had to be resolved after careful
analysis publishing editor had to make a subjective decision as to the sequence the events would be ordered in
the text those column verses presented out of sequence are boxed in an orange double border a small number
of the selected 655 bible gospel verses are not present in the earliest surviving gospel manuscripts the text of
those passages are italicized and in green font a suggestion to illustrate the books to be created from this
derivative work compilation book template was implemented after finding 365 public domain watercolor
images created by james tissot in the late 1800 s we selected 63 images from volumes iii iv of the life of our
saviour jesus christ published in the usa in 1899 to be placed adjacent to corresponding bible verses in the text
bible verses illustrated by adjacent images are double underlined in the matrix table the resulting
chronological g cta matrix table was then subdivided into 78 events with author editor generated event
descriptions under the six section headings identified in the table of contents

A Bible Story Called Easter and the Birth of Christianity:
"Appendix A" - English 2018-04-10
in two thousand years professor peter partner looked at the birth of christianity from its jewish roots in the
first century through the roman empire and beyond to the first crusade now in book two of this powerful series
professor partner takes us through the turbulent and astonishing second millennium when tensions between
judaism christianity and islam was matched by the tensions between the different theological arguments
within christianity itself this lavish book combines stunning illustration populist appeal and academic
excellence

The Story of Christianity 2005-01-01
救世主待望までの道程 イエス キリスト 宣教と伝道の始まり ネロの迫害 エルサレムの陥落 ポリュカルポスの殉教 セバスチャンの殉教 コンスタンティヌス帝の回心 東西教会に分離 アウグスティヌス 中世
ヨーロッパの形成 ベネディクトゥスと修道院 カールの戴冠 封建制度の成立 カノッサの屈辱 アッシジのフランチェスコ 教皇のバビロン捕囚 ヤン フスの殉教 東ローマ帝国の滅亡 1 500年にわたる歴史
を生き生きと描く

まんがキリスト教の歴史前篇 2006-10
honest revealing insight into the bestselling book of all time bear grylls a stimulating and accessible survey of
history s most influential book tom holland historian and author of dominion personal and profound
informative and practical if you want to experience the bible as a rich source of guidance and hope this book is
for you simon thomas former sky sports and blue peter presenter when we make sense of the bible the bible
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makes sense of us the political social and cultural upheaval of our times can leave us feeling bewildered and
wondering where to turn for trustworthy guidance as unlikely as it may seem could the bible provide ancient
wisdom that helps us flourish today join andrew ollerton as he explores the storyline of scripture connecting
six major biblical events with six definitive human needs for meaning freedom peace community love and for
an ultimate home in short digestible chapters andrew reveals how the bible story makes sense of our human
story discover for yourself a limitless source of guidance and hope in the face of so much uncertainty
underpinned by a depth of scholarship the book is non technical in style making it accessible for the widest
possible readership including christians and seekers interested in the bible the book will also provide a model
for bible communicators and church leaders wishing to engage more deeply with the relevance of the bible in
our cultural moment contains discussion questions for small groups as well as suggested bible readings and
reflection questions to accompany each chapter the structure of the book makes it ideal to read as a lent
course this book has been chosen for the national big church read in january 2022

The Bible: A Story that Makes Sense of Life 2020-10-29
this book is the seventh and final volume in the global story of christianity series the volume s chapters written
by major scholars in the field spotlight vital episodes and themes for understanding the historical development
of christianity in the united states and canada serving as an accessible text for students and an informative
volume for scholars the book provides new insights into christianity s development in north america offering
fresh perspectives on topics frequently overlooked by scholars the book situates the history of north american
christianity within broader themes associated with christianity s role as a global religion

Expanding Energy 2024-02-07
it is ideologically driven to build a group of church historians who will tell the story of african christianity not
christianity in africa as an african story by intentionally privileging the patterns of african agency without
neglecting the noble roles played by missionaries the effort has been to identify the major themes or story
lines in african encounters and in the appropriation of the gospel from publisher description

African Christianity 2007
tells the history of christianity detailing how a movement of faith that originated in an obscure part of the
roman empire mushroomed in size and spread until its spiritual power was felt throughout the world

The Story of the Church 2002
about this book and this book series a bible story called easter and the birth of christianity nlt new living
translation english is an illustrated chronological bible excerpt story covering the events surrounding jesus
christ s final passover week through the following pentecost observance this second illustrated book in the
series covers the most significant eight weeks of christianity s beginnings the events covered here comprise
core components of christian theology the book template source for each book in the series is the published
and copyrighted appendix a which specifies how to integrate the 63 public domain watercolor images created
in the 1890 s by french artist james tissot with 655 selected bible verses recorded in the first century in the
greek language by the authors of the new testament gospels the book template s matrix format gospels
comparative text alignment g cta creates a single chronological story through the parallel alignment of the
four gospel authors narratives this matrix format is often referred to as a harmony of the gospels this second
illustrated book in the series nlt new living translation is a derivative work compilation that presents the 655
bible verses in english using the nlt bible translation version c 2015 a fair use permission for publication using
this bible translation has been granted by tyndale house publishers negotiations are also in process to produce
other series books in english using the nabre catholic the niv new international version and the nkjv new king
james version bible translation

A Bible Story Called Easter and the Birth of Christianity: NLT -
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New Living Translation - English 2020-03-31
christianity seems like just another screwed up religion anna said seriously what has christianity done for us or
for the world for that matter they re just a bunch of hypocrites that s what i think are they good for anything i
don t know anna caleb said i just don t know caleb has been a christian for a long time but he realizes that he
can t bring himself to share his faith with anyone because it doesn t sound like good news anymore christianity
s truth claims come across as hollow arrogant and intolerant christians have a bad track record of hating and
condemning those they disagree with worst of all it feels like christianity is just about saving souls giving
people an escape ticket to heaven while the world falls apart is it only about jesus forgiving our sins there
must be more to it than that in this engaging narrative james choung weaves the tale of a search for a
christianity worth believing in disillusioned believer caleb and hostile skeptic anna wrestle with the plausibility
of the christian story in a world of pain and suffering they ask each other tough questions about what jesus
really came to do and what christianity is supposed to be about along the way they discover that real
christianity is far bigger than anything they ever heard about in church and the conversion that comes is not
one that either of them expects join caleb and anna on their spiritual journeys as they probe christianity from
inside and out get past the old cliches and simplistic formulas and discover a new way of understanding and
presenting the christian faith that really matters in a broken world

True Story 2017-04-07
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